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nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most important cases in clear straightforward language this latest edition has been updated
with the latest case law developments nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most important cases in clear straightforward
language this latest edition has been updated with the latest case law developments nutcases human rights law nutcases provide in depth case analysis of
the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features such as boxed think points to make them
easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to speed with a new subject nutcases provide in
depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features such as boxed
think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to speed with a new
subject nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of
features such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully
up to speed with a new subject offering a unique perspective on an overlooked subject the relationship between time change and lawmaking this edited
collection brings together world leading experts to consider how time considerations and social political and technological change affect the legislative
process the interpretation of laws the definition of the powers of the government and the ability of legal orders to promote innovation divided into four
parts each part considers a different form of interaction between time and law and change the first part offers legal theoretical and historical perspectives
on the relationship between time and law and how time shaped law and influences legal interpretation and constitutional change the second part offers the
reader an analysis of the different ways in which courts approach the impact of time on law as well as theoretical and empirical reflections upon the
meaning of the principle of legal certainty legitimate expectations and the influence of law over time the third part of the book analyses how legislation and
the legislative process addresses time and change and the various challenges they create to the legal order the fourth and final part addresses the
complex relationship between fast paced technological change and the regulation of innovations global constitutionalism and the path of international law
offers an account of the most important growth and features of international law in the form of global constitutionalism this book demonstrates how global
constitutionalism is shaping the path of international law contract law nutcases 5th nutcases criminal law nutshells present the essentials of law in clear
straightforward language explaining the basic principles and highlighting key cases and statutes with the inclusion of model question and answer sections
they are ideal revision aids the new eighth edition of nutshells tort contains the latest legislative and case law developments nutshells present the
essentials of law in clear straightforward language explaining the basic principles and highlighting key cases and statutes this text offers the student a
structured and logical guide to all of the key cases and principles in this core subject facts and decisions are summarised concisely and additional
commentary draws together major themes nutcases are a revision aid that approach case law in the acclaimed nutshells style they present the basic facts
and key principles of the important cases in each area of law in clear straightforward language cases are organised by topic areas illustrating key principles
of the law facts and decisions are summarised concisely and additional commentrary draws together major themes they are the painless way to
understand and learn key cases this book systematically analyzes why constitutions do not survive in nepal despite sixty years of constitutional history the
author discusses the epistemology of ethnic federalism in nepal and examines the challenges of nation building and post nation constitutionalism the work
addresses the connection between ethnic identity right to self determination constitution making and state restructuring offering possible ways forward for
nepal chapters consider lessons to be drawn from the past and examine reasons for the abolition of monarchy in nepal the book highlights the major
problems that the first elected constituent assembly ca faced in promulgating a new constitution before it was dissolved in 2012 the concept of right to self
determination and its complexities at the domestic level are all explored along with ways forward to address the problem of constitutionalism ethnic
federalism and democracy the author offers solutions as to how the second ca could address problems to promulgate a new constitution the book
elaborates on the role that constitutionalism plays in constitution making and the survival of a constitution scholars of politics and international studies
policy makers and those with an interest in law and constitution in asia will all find this work of interest america is on the brink of crisis unless we can curb
our dangerous appetite for foreign oil petroleum rich countries and speculators will bring our economy to its knees long before co2 emissions will devastate
our ecosystem the president has answered the call with the dakota district initiative a top secret research team hidden deep in the badlands of north
dakota the initiative is developing a way to produce clean energy from coal but powerful enemies will stop at nothing to sabotage this revolutionary
technology a cadre of oil hedge fund managers hires a crew of mercenary fanatics to attack the initiative s experimental power station despite the bloody
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assault the research continues as war hero sheriff nate osborne and brash journalist ashley borden search for the attackers the stakes couldn t be higher
unless the initiative succeeds we could be faced with gasoline at twenty dollars per gallon or more putting an impossible strain on an already fragile
economy if the project fails we will continue to poison the very air we breathe either way the badlands will run red with blood at the publisher s request this
title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied covers the main topics to be found in most tort law courses and gives an up to
date concise overview of the subject this edition includes a discussion of the changes to the law relating to duty of care brought about by the overruling of
anns by murphy v brentwood dc and caparo v dickman nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important
cases in an area of law they include a number of features such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an
essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to speed with a new subject nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most
important cases in clear straightforward language this latest edition has been updated with the latest case law developments nutcases provide in depth
case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features such as boxed think
points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to speed with a new subject
nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject the standard work and the leading authority on the law of damages for nearly 150 years a practical guide to individual and
collective employment law this work covers essential practice areas and includes legislation and case law it is useful for the busy legal and human resource
practitioner and also aims to meet the needs of students undertaking the lpc and bvc courses it s always been all about love it s just that we as humans get
lost and so our souls ache what do we get lost in how do we get lost and how in the hell do we find that love for ourselves and others there was a time
when i felt like i was diving off a high diving board into an empty pool the flight was cool but the landing sucked beyond what i thought was possible but
one thing i learned through sucky landings is this they are the start of one amazing journey that s really the crux of this book the journey toward a love that
makes my life a blast this book is not a religious text it is a spiritual manifesto to describe the path that lead me out of religious abuse thirty plus years ago
and put my life on a whole new path what do we release for peace what do we hang onto for hope what happened to us to create the bs that so easily trips
us up find out by getting this book and taking your time to go through it at the end of each chapter it has several articles that i wrote on my journey take
your time answer the questions and listen to the whisper want to chat about this book check out the website begracefull com or facebook group begracefull
com i am also always up for talking with groups completely up to date environmental law includes the noise act 1996 pollution prevention and control act
1999 human rights act 1998 freedom of information act 2000 and countryside and rights of way act 2000 extracts from articles such as sis have been
incorporated such as landfill england and wales regulations 2002 si 1559 air quality limit values regulations 2001 si 2315 and pollution prevention and
control england and wales regulations 2000 si 1973 lively and engaging understanding homicide impressively fills an important gap in the current
criminological literature an authoritative and readable text on homicide keith soothill lancaster university uk why do people kill how is homicide
investigated what are the patterns and characteristics of uk homicide how can it be prevented here is a comprehensive and challenging text unravelling
the phenomenon of homicide the author combines original analysis with a lucid overview of the key theories and debates in the study of homicide and
violence in introducing the broad spectrum of different features aspects and forms of homicide brookman examines its patterns and trends how it may be
explained its investigation and how it may be prevented areas covered include the killing of children multiple homicide including serial and mass murder
terrorism and corporate homicide domestic homicide female killers homicide amongst men the book is unique in its focus coverage and style and bridges a
major gap in criminological literature whilst focused in several respects upon the uk experience of homicide the text necessarily draws upon and makes a
significant contribution to international literature research and debate the text has been written in a style that will be accessible to a wide audience and
assumes no prior knowledge features to aide the student include study tasks review questions and annotated suggested further reading including internet
resources understanding homicide is ideal for undergraduate and postgraduate students in the fields of criminology criminal justice psychology sociology
and forensics it will also be invaluable to academics researchers and practitioners interested in the phenomenon of homicide and the broader issue of
violence this second edition of ambulance care essentials offers a complete guide to the skills knowledge and understanding required to work as a support
worker or similar within the ambulance service covering fundamental elements of the role the book combines theoretical aspects of communication legal
and ethical issues and safeguarding with more practical areas such as manual handling medical emergencies and a range of clinical skills it includes in
depth chapters on the primary areas of patient assessment as well as covering different patient populations across the lifecourse key features include
clearly illustrated step by step instructions for range of practical skills and procedures including how to handle different types of trauma and cardiac arrest
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detailed anatomical diagrams to provide the reader with the necessary context to carry out the practical elements of their job more effectively evidence
based throughout and up to date with the latest guidance policy and research specific chapters on each area of patient assessment and how to manage
this effectively chapters dedicated to various patient populations such as obstetrics paediatrics and older people in depth chapter on supporting senior
clinicians and how best to assist the paramedic as a support worker this second edition has been brought up to date with the latest national guidance the
book is appropriate for a level 3 diploma course or similar that qualifies you to work as a support worker and covers learning objectives from a range of
courses offered by ambulance services it is an essential resource for anyone wanting to prepare themselves for a role within the ambulance service as well
as those hoping to become a more effective member of an emergency ambulance crew european union law has been updated to include some of the more
recent key cases in the court of justice and court of first instance including hautala 2001 grzelczyk 2001 airtours 2002 british american tobacco 2002 and
davidoff 2003 weisman s epic novel explains the modern crime of serial killing from its prehistoric origin described as the most important book of our time
nothing else comes close divdiva secret that could destroy two legendary families threatens to change the course of true love in caroline b cooney s
mesmerizing novel divdiv annabel jayquith and daniel ransom meet at a party they fall instantly in love unaware that their lives are inextricably bound
together by the crime that shocked a nation divdiv daniel is the high profile son of a slain us senator who had presidential ambitions annabel is the
daughter of a billionaire businessman like daniel annabel is haunted by the discovery of her family history a past she never knew existed divdiv annabel is
rich and beautiful but eighteen year old jade o keeffe is poor and alone she hates her mother the fabulously successful tv talk show host theodora jayquith
for giving her up for adoption but most of all she hates annabel theodora s spoiled much loved niece and jade is going to make them all pay divdiv as
daniel s search for the truth about his father s unsolved murder puts him in the crosshairs of jade s revenge a killer slips from the shadows now a secret
that could bury two powerful families could also destroy annabel and daniel s growing love div div a duet of classic contemporary love stories humor with
heart prequels to the bestselling luchettis series leave it to max max frasier is a remarkable eight year old boy whose imagination and clumsy feet get him
in trouble max doesn t mean to forget he s grounded when he wanders off to follow the wind or a whim he just forgets max is fascinated with things that go
bump in the night and in savannah georgia there are a lot of them livy doesn t have a clue how to cultivate the magic that lies within her child by trying to
keep him safe from broken bones she crushes his flights of imagination in trying to make him like other little boys she fights against what makes him
special when max meets garrett stark famous horror author he finds a kindred spirit what he doesn t know is that he s found his father livy was the first
person to offer garrett love and uncertain how to love back believing himself unworthy he had run but from the first moment garret sees max he knows
there s something special about the child garrett had thought he d returned to savannah to pursue the muse that inspired his previous books now he
knows he s come back for livy can the three of them get past the lies between them to create the family and the home they ve always wanted a sheriff in
tennessee a top pick of the month from romantic times pleasant ridge has been chosen as the backdrop of a new tv series and everyone is thrilled except
sheriff gabe klein he s been given the task of teaching supermodel isabelle ash how to act like a small town sheriff isabelle is overjoyed to star in her own
series it s her chance to show what she can do as an actress and put an end to modeling underwear in below zero temperatures gabe who s been told he
resembles his hound dog clint knows better than to fall for a beautiful woman but there is so much more to isabelle than her face that body will the two be
able to deal with their issues of self worth and society s image of what is beautiful so they can find happiness together men women relationship humor
family life fiction small town rural fiction funny contemporary romance romantic comedy contemporary romance romance anthology
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Medical Law
2008

nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most important cases in clear straightforward language this latest edition has been updated
with the latest case law developments

International Law
2008

nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most important cases in clear straightforward language this latest edition has been updated
with the latest case law developments

Nutcases Human Rights Law
2008-02-29

nutcases human rights law

Tort
2011

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject

European Union Law
2009

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject

Documentary Evidence
2015

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject
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Time, Law, and Change
2020-04-16

offering a unique perspective on an overlooked subject the relationship between time change and lawmaking this edited collection brings together world
leading experts to consider how time considerations and social political and technological change affect the legislative process the interpretation of laws
the definition of the powers of the government and the ability of legal orders to promote innovation divided into four parts each part considers a different
form of interaction between time and law and change the first part offers legal theoretical and historical perspectives on the relationship between time and
law and how time shaped law and influences legal interpretation and constitutional change the second part offers the reader an analysis of the different
ways in which courts approach the impact of time on law as well as theoretical and empirical reflections upon the meaning of the principle of legal certainty
legitimate expectations and the influence of law over time the third part of the book analyses how legislation and the legislative process addresses time
and change and the various challenges they create to the legal order the fourth and final part addresses the complex relationship between fast paced
technological change and the regulation of innovations

Global Constitutionalism and the Path of International Law
2016-05-04

global constitutionalism and the path of international law offers an account of the most important growth and features of international law in the form of
global constitutionalism this book demonstrates how global constitutionalism is shaping the path of international law

Contract Law
2008

contract law nutcases 5th

Criminal Law
2011

nutcases criminal law

Tort in a Nutshell
2008

nutshells present the essentials of law in clear straightforward language explaining the basic principles and highlighting key cases and statutes with the
inclusion of model question and answer sections they are ideal revision aids the new eighth edition of nutshells tort contains the latest legislative and case
law developments
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Evidence
2007

nutshells present the essentials of law in clear straightforward language explaining the basic principles and highlighting key cases and statutes

Constitutional and Administrative Law
2009

this text offers the student a structured and logical guide to all of the key cases and principles in this core subject facts and decisions are summarised
concisely and additional commentary draws together major themes

Equity and Trusts
2003

nutcases are a revision aid that approach case law in the acclaimed nutshells style they present the basic facts and key principles of the important cases in
each area of law in clear straightforward language cases are organised by topic areas illustrating key principles of the law facts and decisions are
summarised concisely and additional commentrary draws together major themes they are the painless way to understand and learn key cases

Self-Determination & Constitution Making in Nepal
2014-04-28

this book systematically analyzes why constitutions do not survive in nepal despite sixty years of constitutional history the author discusses the
epistemology of ethnic federalism in nepal and examines the challenges of nation building and post nation constitutionalism the work addresses the
connection between ethnic identity right to self determination constitution making and state restructuring offering possible ways forward for nepal chapters
consider lessons to be drawn from the past and examine reasons for the abolition of monarchy in nepal the book highlights the major problems that the
first elected constituent assembly ca faced in promulgating a new constitution before it was dissolved in 2012 the concept of right to self determination
and its complexities at the domestic level are all explored along with ways forward to address the problem of constitutionalism ethnic federalism and
democracy the author offers solutions as to how the second ca could address problems to promulgate a new constitution the book elaborates on the role
that constitutionalism plays in constitution making and the survival of a constitution scholars of politics and international studies policy makers and those
with an interest in law and constitution in asia will all find this work of interest

Blowout
2012-03-27

america is on the brink of crisis unless we can curb our dangerous appetite for foreign oil petroleum rich countries and speculators will bring our economy
to its knees long before co2 emissions will devastate our ecosystem the president has answered the call with the dakota district initiative a top secret
research team hidden deep in the badlands of north dakota the initiative is developing a way to produce clean energy from coal but powerful enemies will
stop at nothing to sabotage this revolutionary technology a cadre of oil hedge fund managers hires a crew of mercenary fanatics to attack the initiative s
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experimental power station despite the bloody assault the research continues as war hero sheriff nate osborne and brash journalist ashley borden search
for the attackers the stakes couldn t be higher unless the initiative succeeds we could be faced with gasoline at twenty dollars per gallon or more putting
an impossible strain on an already fragile economy if the project fails we will continue to poison the very air we breathe either way the badlands will run
red with blood at the publisher s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Tort in a Nutshell
1993

covers the main topics to be found in most tort law courses and gives an up to date concise overview of the subject this edition includes a discussion of the
changes to the law relating to duty of care brought about by the overruling of anns by murphy v brentwood dc and caparo v dickman

Law Books Published
2002

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject

Administrative Court Digest
2010-02-18

nutcases present the essential facts and key principles of the most important cases in clear straightforward language this latest edition has been updated
with the latest case law developments

Family Law
2007

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject

Bermuda, British Virgin Islands and Cayman Islands Company Law
2009

nutcases provide in depth case analysis of the facts principles and decision of the most important cases in an area of law they include a number of features
such as boxed think points to make them easy to use and retain the information nutcases are an essential revision aid and ideal for getting fully up to
speed with a new subject
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Employment Law
2010

the standard work and the leading authority on the law of damages for nearly 150 years

McGregor on Damages
2009

a practical guide to individual and collective employment law this work covers essential practice areas and includes legislation and case law it is useful for
the busy legal and human resource practitioner and also aims to meet the needs of students undertaking the lpc and bvc courses

Employment Law and Practice
2007

it s always been all about love it s just that we as humans get lost and so our souls ache what do we get lost in how do we get lost and how in the hell do
we find that love for ourselves and others there was a time when i felt like i was diving off a high diving board into an empty pool the flight was cool but the
landing sucked beyond what i thought was possible but one thing i learned through sucky landings is this they are the start of one amazing journey that s
really the crux of this book the journey toward a love that makes my life a blast this book is not a religious text it is a spiritual manifesto to describe the
path that lead me out of religious abuse thirty plus years ago and put my life on a whole new path what do we release for peace what do we hang onto for
hope what happened to us to create the bs that so easily trips us up find out by getting this book and taking your time to go through it at the end of each
chapter it has several articles that i wrote on my journey take your time answer the questions and listen to the whisper want to chat about this book check
out the website begracefull com or facebook group begracefull com i am also always up for talking with groups

British Company Cases
2015-03-18

completely up to date environmental law includes the noise act 1996 pollution prevention and control act 1999 human rights act 1998 freedom of
information act 2000 and countryside and rights of way act 2000 extracts from articles such as sis have been incorporated such as landfill england and
wales regulations 2002 si 1559 air quality limit values regulations 2001 si 2315 and pollution prevention and control england and wales regulations 2000 si
1973

Unboxing Love
2023-12-06

lively and engaging understanding homicide impressively fills an important gap in the current criminological literature an authoritative and readable text on
homicide keith soothill lancaster university uk why do people kill how is homicide investigated what are the patterns and characteristics of uk homicide how
can it be prevented here is a comprehensive and challenging text unravelling the phenomenon of homicide the author combines original analysis with a
lucid overview of the key theories and debates in the study of homicide and violence in introducing the broad spectrum of different features aspects and
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forms of homicide brookman examines its patterns and trends how it may be explained its investigation and how it may be prevented areas covered
include the killing of children multiple homicide including serial and mass murder terrorism and corporate homicide domestic homicide female killers
homicide amongst men the book is unique in its focus coverage and style and bridges a major gap in criminological literature whilst focused in several
respects upon the uk experience of homicide the text necessarily draws upon and makes a significant contribution to international literature research and
debate the text has been written in a style that will be accessible to a wide audience and assumes no prior knowledge features to aide the student include
study tasks review questions and annotated suggested further reading including internet resources understanding homicide is ideal for undergraduate and
postgraduate students in the fields of criminology criminal justice psychology sociology and forensics it will also be invaluable to academics researchers
and practitioners interested in the phenomenon of homicide and the broader issue of violence

Environmental Law Statutes
2003

this second edition of ambulance care essentials offers a complete guide to the skills knowledge and understanding required to work as a support worker or
similar within the ambulance service covering fundamental elements of the role the book combines theoretical aspects of communication legal and ethical
issues and safeguarding with more practical areas such as manual handling medical emergencies and a range of clinical skills it includes in depth chapters
on the primary areas of patient assessment as well as covering different patient populations across the lifecourse key features include clearly illustrated
step by step instructions for range of practical skills and procedures including how to handle different types of trauma and cardiac arrest detailed
anatomical diagrams to provide the reader with the necessary context to carry out the practical elements of their job more effectively evidence based
throughout and up to date with the latest guidance policy and research specific chapters on each area of patient assessment and how to manage this
effectively chapters dedicated to various patient populations such as obstetrics paediatrics and older people in depth chapter on supporting senior
clinicians and how best to assist the paramedic as a support worker this second edition has been brought up to date with the latest national guidance the
book is appropriate for a level 3 diploma course or similar that qualifies you to work as a support worker and covers learning objectives from a range of
courses offered by ambulance services it is an essential resource for anyone wanting to prepare themselves for a role within the ambulance service as well
as those hoping to become a more effective member of an emergency ambulance crew

European Legal Book Index
1996

european union law has been updated to include some of the more recent key cases in the court of justice and court of first instance including hautala
2001 grzelczyk 2001 airtours 2002 british american tobacco 2002 and davidoff 2003

Law Books in Print: Publishers
1997

weisman s epic novel explains the modern crime of serial killing from its prehistoric origin described as the most important book of our time nothing else
comes close
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Law Books in Print: Subject index A-I
1997

divdiva secret that could destroy two legendary families threatens to change the course of true love in caroline b cooney s mesmerizing novel divdiv
annabel jayquith and daniel ransom meet at a party they fall instantly in love unaware that their lives are inextricably bound together by the crime that
shocked a nation divdiv daniel is the high profile son of a slain us senator who had presidential ambitions annabel is the daughter of a billionaire
businessman like daniel annabel is haunted by the discovery of her family history a past she never knew existed divdiv annabel is rich and beautiful but
eighteen year old jade o keeffe is poor and alone she hates her mother the fabulously successful tv talk show host theodora jayquith for giving her up for
adoption but most of all she hates annabel theodora s spoiled much loved niece and jade is going to make them all pay divdiv as daniel s search for the
truth about his father s unsolved murder puts him in the crosshairs of jade s revenge a killer slips from the shadows now a secret that could bury two
powerful families could also destroy annabel and daniel s growing love div div

Understanding Homicide
2005-01-26

a duet of classic contemporary love stories humor with heart prequels to the bestselling luchettis series leave it to max max frasier is a remarkable eight
year old boy whose imagination and clumsy feet get him in trouble max doesn t mean to forget he s grounded when he wanders off to follow the wind or a
whim he just forgets max is fascinated with things that go bump in the night and in savannah georgia there are a lot of them livy doesn t have a clue how
to cultivate the magic that lies within her child by trying to keep him safe from broken bones she crushes his flights of imagination in trying to make him
like other little boys she fights against what makes him special when max meets garrett stark famous horror author he finds a kindred spirit what he doesn
t know is that he s found his father livy was the first person to offer garrett love and uncertain how to love back believing himself unworthy he had run but
from the first moment garret sees max he knows there s something special about the child garrett had thought he d returned to savannah to pursue the
muse that inspired his previous books now he knows he s come back for livy can the three of them get past the lies between them to create the family and
the home they ve always wanted a sheriff in tennessee a top pick of the month from romantic times pleasant ridge has been chosen as the backdrop of a
new tv series and everyone is thrilled except sheriff gabe klein he s been given the task of teaching supermodel isabelle ash how to act like a small town
sheriff isabelle is overjoyed to star in her own series it s her chance to show what she can do as an actress and put an end to modeling underwear in below
zero temperatures gabe who s been told he resembles his hound dog clint knows better than to fall for a beautiful woman but there is so much more to
isabelle than her face that body will the two be able to deal with their issues of self worth and society s image of what is beautiful so they can find
happiness together men women relationship humor family life fiction small town rural fiction funny contemporary romance romantic comedy contemporary
romance romance anthology

Ambulance Care Essentials
2019-09-11

Law & Lawyers on the Internet
2001
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L'irresponsabilità del Capo dello Stato. Nelle esperienze italiana (1948-2008) e francese
(1958-2008)
2008

European Union Law
2003

Apollo's Arrow
2005-09

Current Publications in Legal and Related Fields
2004

Forbidden
2013-10-29

McLain's Law
1993-09

Luchetti Series Prequel Duet
2017-01-18
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